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Introduction 

Performing Disidentifications 

Marga's Bed 

There is a certain lure to the spectacle of one queer standing onscage alone, with or 
without props, benc on the project of opening up a world of queer language, lyri
cism, per~ cions dreams, visions, aesthetics, and olitics. Solo performance speaks 
co the reality of being queer at this particular moment. ore than cwo decades into a 
devastating pandemic, with hace crimes and legislation aimed at queers and people of 
color institutionalized as scare protocolC the act of erforming an eacricalizin 

-..J -

q'!eerness in public cakes on ever mulcie_ly~g significance. 
I feel this lure, this draw, when I encounter Marga Gomez's performances. 

Marga Gomez Is Pretty, Witty, and Ga~ a l 992 performance by the Cuban and Puerto 
Rican-American artist, is a meditation on che concemporary reality of being queer in 
North America. Gomez's show is staged on a sec that is meam co look like her bed
room. Much of her monologue is delivered from her bed. T he space of a queer bed
room is thus brought into the public purview of dominant culture. Despite the 

Bowers v. Hardwick U.S. Supreme Court decision, wh ich has efficiently dissolved the 
right to privacy of all gays and lesbians, in essence opening all our bedrooms co the 
state, Gomez w_illfully and defiantly performs her pretty, witty, and gay self in public. 

er · the s ctacor. often a who has been locked out of 
the balls of repiaenmtion or rendered a static caricature then:, to imagine a wo <I 
~h;;; qugr ii;:s; politics. and possibilities arc representable in their complmty. 
The importance of such public and semipublic enacaneng o#the hYbmFsclH:annot 
6e undeMJuCd in retition to diC:furmarinn of councerp_!l_blics ch~ comest the hege
~onic suprcm.acy of the majoritarian publ~ sphere S.pectades such as chOSe at 
Gomez presents offer the minoritarian s_yb_jccc a space co si~~!.£..inhistorx.Mld 
thus seize social 

l 
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I want to briefly consider a powerful moment in her performances that demon

strates disidencificacion with mainstream representations of lesbians in the media. ------ - -From the perch of her bed, Gomez reminisces about her first interaction with les-

bians in the public sphere at the age of eleven. Marga hears a voice that summons her 

down co the living room. Marga, who at thjs age has already developed what she calls 

"~omosexual hearing," catches che voice of D avid Susskind explaining chat he will be 

interviewing "lady homosexuals" on chis episode of his show Open End. Gomez re

counts her televisual seduction: 

[I] sat next co my mother on the sofa. I made sure to put char homophobic ex
pression on my face. So my mother wouldn't chink I was mesmerized by the 
lady homosexuals and riveted co every word that fell from their lips. T~re 
very depressed, very gloomy. You don' t get that blue unless you've broken up 
with Marrina. There were three of chem. All disguisedjn raincoats, dark glasses, 
wigs. Jc was the wigs chat made me want to be one. 

She then channels che lesbian panelists: 

Mr. Susslcind, I wane co thank you for having the courage to present Cherene 
and Millie and me on your program. Cherene and Millie and me, chose aren't 
our real names. She's not Cherene, she's nor Millie, and(F~. Those are 
just our, you know, synonyms. We must cloak ourselves inaveiOf secrecy or 
risk losing our employment as truck drivers. 

Gomez luxuriates in the seemingly homophobic image of the truck-driving closeted 

diesel dykes. In this parodic rendering of pre-Stonewall stereotypes of lesbians, she 

performs her disidentificacory desire for chis once toxic reeres~on. The hobic 

object, through a camp):'. over-the-cop performance, is reconfigured as sexy and glam

orous, and nor as che pathetic and abject spectacle that it appears ro be in the domi

~t e es of heceronormacive culture. Gomds public performance of memory is a 

powerful disidentification wi e history of lesbiaJt stereocyping in the public 

sphere. The images of these lesbian stettotypes are ~deied in all their abjection,~ 
Gomez rehabilitates these im es, calling attention to the m terious erotic that 

interpellated her as a lesbian. Gomez's mother was apparendy oblivious co d1is incer

pellacion, as a lacer moment in the performance cexc makes patent. Gomez's voice 

deepens as she goes into bulldagger mode again, mimicking the lesbian who 1s 

known as "me and not me": 

Mr. Susskind. When you are in the life, such as we, it's better co live in 
Greenwich Village or nor Live ac all! Ac chis time we wane co say "hello" co a new 
friend who is watching this ac home with her mom on WNEW-TV in 
Massapequa, Long Island. Marga Gomez? Marga Gomez, welcome to the club, 
cara mla. 

Despite the face that the lesbian fticks her tongue at Marga on the screen, her moth

er, crapped in the realm of deep denial, does not gee it. Of course, it is probably a 
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good thing that she did nor gee ic. The fact that Marga was able co hear the lesbian's 
call while her mother tuned out, that she was capable of recognizing the cara being 
discussed as her own- fciCe, ccmtribuced, in no small part, to her survival as-; lesbian. 

isidentification is m be ~· tive of me.- . ~ ·es the mtnon~ 
\j_ bject ractices in.order to nqoriea.tpPic maioftmim pu ic sp ere t con
/\ _inuously elides or punishes the existence of subjeas who do not conform to tho 

phantasm of normative citizenship. In this instance, 'Marga's disidencification with 
these aamaged stereotypes recycled them as powerful and seductive sites of sclf
creation &I :was, after._all, the wigs that made her want to be one. 

/.' .I 

/· r-' ' 

I possess my own hazy memories of Susskind's show and others like it. I remember 
being equally mesmerized by other talk-show deviants who would appear long after I 
was supposed co be asleep in my South Florida home. Those shows were, as Gomez 
described them, smoky and seedy spectacles. After all, this was during my own child
hood in the 1970s, before the flood of freaks that now appear on Oprah and her 

countless clones. I remember, for instance, seeing an amazingly queeny Truman 
Capote describe the work of fellow writer~c!< Kerouac as not writing but, instead, 
typing. I am cenain that my pre-out consciousness was completely terrified by the 
swishy speccade of Capote's performance. But I also remember feeling a deep pleasure 
in hearing Capote make language, in "getting" the fantastic bitchiness of his quip. Like 

Gomez, I can locate that experience of suburban speccacorship as having a disidentifi
catory impact on me. Capote's performance was as exhilarating as it was terrifying. 
This memory was powerfully reactivated for me when I first saw Marga Gomez Is 
Pretty, Witty, and Gay. J:ler performance, one that elicited disidenri6catot:¥-Spectaror
ship, transported me to ~~Ill _Qlace an,A time,, Her performance did the work of 
prying open memory for me and elucidating one unportant episode of self-formation. 

In writing this Introduction, I wenc back co check my sources co determine ex
actly when and on which show Capote first made this statement. I was surprised co 

discover, while flipping through a Capote biography, that while the writer did indeed 
make this cutting remark on the David Susskind Show, that remark aired during a 
1959 episode dedicated to the Beats in which established writers Capote, Norman 
Mailer, and Dorothy Parker were evaluating the worth of the then younger genera
tion of writers. Capote's quip was in response to Mailer's assert ion that Kerouac was 
the best writer of his generation. The original broadcast, which was the same year as 
the Cuban Revolution, aired eight years before my own birth and six years before my 

parents emigrated co Miami. I mention all of this not co set the record straight but to 
gescure to tl~.~:_revi~onary asp~cts of my own disidentificatory _memory of Capote's 
performance. Perhaps I read about Capote's comment, or I may have seen a rerun of 
that broadcast cwelve or thirteen years later. But I do know this: my memory and 

su~ectivity reformatted cl1at memory. leer~ it work within my: own i™nal narra
tives ~~bjecc formation. Gomez's performance helped and even instructed this re-

' r f11'/ J J o~I lJ '"\ r r .,(.]_. .... 
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remembering, enabling me to somehow understand the power and shame of queer
ness. Now, looking through the dark glass of adulthood, I am beginning to under
stand whyl_n_ee.ded that broadcast and memory of that performance, which I may or 

may not have actuallr. seen, co be part of my self. 
The theoretical conceptualizations and figurations that flesh our this book are in

debted to the theoretical/practical work of Gomez's performance. For me there would 
be no theory, no Disidenti.fications, without the cultural work of people such as 
Gomez. Such performances constitute the political and conceptual center of this study. 

I want co note that, ~r me, the making of theory only transpires after the artists' per
formance of counterpublicity is realized for my own disidenrificacory eyes. 

Ir is also important co note at the beginning of this book that disidentification is 
not always an adequate strategy of resistance or survival for all minority subjects. At 
t imes, res~ needs to be pronounced and direct; on ocher occasions, que~rs of 
color and other minority subjects need to follow a conformist path if they hope co 
survive a hostile public sphere. Bue for some, disidentification is a survival strategy 

£bar works within and outside the dominant pu61ic sphere s1mulcaneousJrTliete
mainder of this lnrroducrion will elaborate disidentificarion through a survey of dif
ferent theoretical paradigms. 

Dissing Identity 

The fiction of identity is one chat is accessed with relative ease by most majoritarian 

~ts. Minoritarian subjects need co int~ace with ClilTerent subcultural flefcls to 
activate their own senses of self. This is not to say that majoricarian subjects have no 

recourse co disidentificacion or that their own formation as subjects is not structured 
through multiple and sometimes conflicting sires of identification. Within late capi
talism, all subject citizens are formed by what Nestor Garda Canclini has called 
"hybrid transformations generated by the horizontal coexistence of a number of 
symbolic systems." 1 Yee, the srory of identity formation predicated on "hybrid trans

formations" that this text is interested in telli~ concerns §UDjects whose identities 
~ormed in response to the culcuiil logics of heceronormativity, white suprema9', 
and misogyny--cultural logics that I will suggest work to undergird state power. 
T he disidenrificacory performances that are documented and discussed here circu
late in subculcuraLcircuits and strive co envision..and accivace new social rela · 

ese new social relations would be the blueprint for minoritarian counter ublic 

s~ 
This study is informed by the belief that the use-value of any narrative of ideng-

>/--ty that reduces subjectivity co either a social conscruccivisc model or what has been 
t' f' called an essentialist understanding of the self is especially exhausted. Clearly, neither 

story is complete, bu~e way in which these understandings of the self have come co 
be aligned with each other as counternarratives is now a standard protocol of theory-
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making processes that are no longer of much u~Political theorise William E. 

Connolly argues thac 

[t]o treat identity as a site at which entrenched disposicions encounter socially 
constituted definitions is not to insist chat any such definition will fie every 
human being equally well or badly. So~ossibilities of social definition are 
more suitable for cettain bodies and certain individuals, particularly after each 
had branded into it as "second nature" a stratum of dispositions, proclivities, 
and preliminary self-understandings. 2 

Connolly undcrscari.Cls i~tiw v a site of suuggle where 6Dd dispositions clash _ 
a inst social) cons_!icutcd definitions. ~ account of identicy-off'ers us a reprreve 

from the now scale essencialism versus anciessencialism debates that surround stories 

of self-formacion .3 The political theorisr's formulations understand idenci as p ro

duced at che point of concacr_hetween essencial understandings of self (fixed disposi

tions) :tnd sociaJJy conscrucced narratives of self The chapters that make up this study 

attempt to chan the ways in which identity is enacted by minori ty subjects who must 

work with/resist che conditions of (im)possibility that dominant culture generates. 

The culrural performers I am considering in this book must negotiate between a fixed 

identity disposicion and the socialJy encoded roles that are available for such subjects. 

The essencialized understanding of identity (i.e., men are like this, Latinas are Like 

that, queers are that "1Y) by its very narure muse reduce identities to lowesc-common

denominator cerms.([here is an essential blackness, for example, in various strains of 

black narionalist thinking and it is decidedly heterosexuaJ.c:i\Socially encoded scripts 

of identity are often formatted by phobic energies aroundce, sexuality, gender, and 

various ocher idencificatory discinccions. Following Connolly's lead, I understand th_: 

labor (and it is often, if not always, work) of making identitJ: as a_p...rocess that takes 

place at the pointofcol11s1on of perspectives that some critics and theorists have un

derstood as essentialist and consuu~tivi~t. This cellisjpn is precisely the moment of 

1.1es_ociacion.. wh~~y_predicatcd, •ad devian Cd idenunes arnve 

~c represcnwion. Jn doing 'O' a rep1C1caiaaonal contract b broken; the ~eer an 
colored come into.perception and.rhc social mLs reaiwi a joh rhar may~~CC 
loudly and widely, or in less dramatic, yet locall~pmsable.._ wan. 

T he version of idcncity policies that chis book participates in imagines a recon--scructcd narrative of idcntit)' format~ chat l~~ucs the enacting of self ~red 

c~int where the discourses ofesscotialism and consuuctivism short-circuit. Such 

identities use and are the frujrs ofa practice of i idcntificacory reception and perfor-

.....!!!!!!.CC· The term identities-in-difference is a highly effective term for categorizing che 

identities chat populate these pages. T his term is one of che many figurations that I 

borrow from lfhird World feminists and radical women of color, especially Chicana 

theorises, who have greatly contributed ro discourses that expand and radicalize iden

tity. Gloria Anzaldua and Cherrie Moraga, in cheir individual writings and in their 

groundbreaking anthology This Bridge CaUed My Bttck: Writings by Radical Women of 
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Color, have pushed forward the idea of a radical feminist of color identity chat 

shrewdly reconfigures identity for a progressive political agenda. The thread that first 

emanated from those writers is intensified and made cogent for an academic dis

course by Chela Sandoval in her theory of differential comciousness. All of these writ

ers' ideas about identity are taken up by Norma Alarc6n in her influential articles. In 

one particular essay, Alarc6n synthesizes the work of Anzaldua, Moraga, and 

Sandoval, along with the ocher theories of difference put forward by Audre Lorde 

and Jacques Derrida (who employs the term differance), in an attempt co describe 

and decipher identity-in-difference: 

By working through the "identity-in-difference" paradox, many radical women 
theorises have implicicly worked in the interstice/interface of (existentialist) 
"identity policies" and "postmodernism" without a dear cut modernist agenda. 
Neither Audre Lorde nor Chela Sandoval's notion of difference/differential con
sciousness subsumes a Derridean theorization-though resonances cannot be 
denied and must be explored-so much as represents a process of "determined 
negation," a nay-saying of the variety of the "not yet, that's not it." The drive 
behind chat "not yet/chat's not it" position in Sandoval's work is termed "differ
ential consciousness," in Lorde's work, "difference," and in Derrida's work, dif 
[trance. Yet each invokes dissimilarly located circu_i!s of signification codified by 
the site of emergence, which nevertheless does not obviate their agreement on 
~e •not yet," which oincs cowards a futurc.5 

Alarc6n's linking of these convergent yec dissimilar models is made possible by the face 

thac these different paradigms anempt co catalog "sites of emergence." The disidencifi

cacory identity performances I catalog in these pages are all emergent idencicies-in

difference. These identities-in-difference emerge from a failed interpellacion within 

the dominant public sphere. Th"lir emergence is predicated on their ability co disiden- ;:,.,.t
!ifr with the mass public and inttead, through this disidcntification, contribute to che 

funaion of a countcrpublic sphcic. Alchough I use terms such as "minoritarian sub-

jects" or che less jargony "people of color/queers of color" co describe the differenc cul-

ture workers who appear in these pages, I do want to state that all of these formations 

of identi ty are "identities-in-difference." 

The strict esychoanalycic account of identification is important to rehearse at 

this point. Jean Laplanche and Jean-Bertrand Poncalis define "idencificacion" in the 

following way: "[A] psychological process whereby the subject assimilates an aspect, 

property o~amibute of ~d is transformed, wholly or partially, after the - ----. -
model the ocher provides. It is by means of a series of identifications that the person-

"' alicy is constituted and specified. "G Can a self or a personality be crafted without 

proper identifications? ~identifying subject is unable to fully identify or to form 

what Sigmund Freud called chat "jusc-as-if" relationship. n e examples I am en

gaging; What sto s identification from hapyening is aiwa)'S the ideological restric-

tions im.J2ficit in an idcnti .. 
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8 INTRODUCT ION 

The processes of crafting and performing the self that I examine here are not besc 
explained by recourse to linear accounts of identification. As critics who work on and 
with identity politics well know, idencification is not about simple mimesis, but, as 

Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick reminds us in the introduction co The Epistemology of the 
Closet, "always includes multiple processes of identifying with. It also involves identi

fication as againsc; but even did it noc, the relations implicit in identifying with are, 
as psychoanalysis suggests, in themselves quire sufficiendy fraught with intensities of
incorporation, diminishment, inflation, threa!, loss, reRaration, and disavowal."7 Iden

tification, then, as Sedgwick explains, is never a simple project. Identifying with an 
object, person, lifestyle, history, political ideology, religious orientation, and so on, 

means also simultaneously and partially countcridentifying, as well as only partiallY 
identifying, with different aspects of the social and psychic world. 

Although the various processes of identification are fraught, those subjects who 
are hailed by more than one minority identity_ component have an ~ecially ar
duous time of it. Subjects who are outside the purview of dominant public spheres 

encounter obscacles in enacting identifications. Minority identificacions are ofcen ne
glectful or antagonistic to other minoritarian positionalities. T his is as true of differ
ent theoretical paradigms as it is of everyday ideologies. T he next section delineates 
the biases and turf-war thinking chat make an identity construct such as "queer of 
color" difficult co inhabit. 

Race Myopias/Queer Blind Spots: Disidentifying with "Theory " 

Disidentifications is meant co offer a lens co elucidate minoritarian politics thac is not 
monocausal or monochematic, one chac is calibrated to discern a multiplicity of inter
locking identity components and the ways in which they affecc the social. Cultural 
studies of race, class, gender, and sexuality are highly segregated. T he optic that I wish 
to fashion is meant to be, co borrow a phrase from critical legal theorise Kimberle 

William Crenshaw,Qntersectionif} Crensbaw's theory of intersectionality is meant to 

account for convergences of black and feminise critical issues within a paradigm char 
factors in both of these components and ~laces whac she has referred co as JllOno
causal paradigms that can only consider blackness at the expense of feminism or vice 
versa. Thest(§onocausal protocols are established through the reproduccion of nor
mative accounts of woman that always imply a white feminist subject and equally 

normativizing accoun ts of blackness that assume maleneSSJ 
These normativizing protocols keep subjects from accessing identities. We see 

these ideological barriers to multiple identifications in a foundational cultural studies 
text such as Frantz Fanon's Black Skins, White Masks, the great twentieth-century trea
tise on the colonized mind. In a footnote, Fanon wrote what is for any contemporary 
ancihomophobic reader an inflammatory utterance: "Let me observe at once that I 
had no opportunity to establish the overt presence of homosexuality in Martinique. 

T his must be viewed as the absence of the Oedipus complex in the Antilles. The 
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schema of homosexuality is well enough known."9 In his chapter on colonial identity, 

Fanon dismisses the possibility of a homosexual component in such an idencic forma

tion. T his move is noc uncommon; ic is basically understood as an "it's a white thing" 

dismissal of queerness. Think, for a moment, of che queer revolutionary from che 

Antilles, perhaps a young woman who has already been burned in Fanon's cexc by his 

writing on the colonized woman. What process can keep an identification with 

Fanon, his politics, his work possible for this woman? In such a case, a disidentifica

tJ.on with Fanon mighc be on~ <l_f the only ways in whicllslle is capable of reformat

ting che powerful theorise for her own project, one ac might be as queer and femi

nist as ic is ancicolonial. Oisidencification offers a Fanon, for that queer and lesbian 

reader, who would noc be sanitized; instead, his homophobia and misogyny-would 

be incerro~ced while Fils anucoloma1d1scourse was eng;ged ~ sti/lvaluaDfe yetme

diaced identifica~ This~aneuver resists an unproaucuve turn cowar good dOg/ 
bad dog criticism and instead leads co an identification that is both mediated and jm-- -
mediate, a disidentification chat enable5 olitics. 

T he phenomenon of "che queer is a white thing" fantasy is strangely reBecced in 

reverse by che normacivity of whiteness in mainstream North American gay culture. 

Marlon Riggs made this argument with critical fierceness in his groundbreaking 

video Tongues Untied (l 989). where he discussed being lost in a sea of vanilla once he 

came ouc and moved to San Francisco. A segment in che video begins a slow dose-up 

on a high-school yearbook image of a blond white boy. T he image is accompanied by 

a voice-over narration chat discusses this boy, this first love, as both a blessing and, fi

nally, a curse. The narrative then shifts to scenes of what seems ro be a euphoric 

Castro district in San Francisco where semiclad white bodies flood che streets of che 

famous gay neighborhood. Riggs's voice-over performance offers a testimony chat 

functions as shrewd analysis of che force of whiteness in queer culture: 

In California I learned the couch and caste of snow. C ruising white boys, 
played out adolescent dreams deferred. Parcerns of black upon white upon black 
upon white mesmerized me. I focused hard, concentrated deep. Maybe from 
time co time a brother glanced my way. I never noticed. I was immersed in 
vanilla. I savored the single flavor, one deliberately not my own. I avoided the 
question "Why?" Pretended not co notice the absence of black images in this 
new gay life, in bookstores, poster shops, fi lm festivals, my own fantasies. I cried 
not co notice the few images of blacks that were most g_Qpular: joke, fetish, car
toon caricature, or disco diva adored from a distance. fu>mething in Oz, in me, 
was amiSSjbuc I cried not co notice. I was intent on the search for love, affirma
tion, my reflection in eyes of blue, gray, green. Searching, I found something I 
didn't expect, something decades of determined assimilation could not blind me 
t : in this great gay mecca I was an invisible man; stil , I had no shadow, no sub
stance. No history, no place. No reflection. I was alien, unseen, and seen, un
wanted. Here, as in Hepzibah, I was a nigga, still. I quit-the Casuo was no 
longer my home, my mecca (never was, in fact), and I went in search of some
thing better. 
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Monon Ri99$ in Tongues Untied. Courtesy of Frameline. 

This anecdocal reading of queer culcure's whiteness is a cricique char couches various 
strata of queer cul cure. Tongues Untied has been grossly misread as being a "vilifica
tion" of whice people and the S/M communicy in general. Consider John Champagne's 
apologise defense of che mainstream gay communicy's racism as a standard maneuver 
by embaccled white gay men when their account of viccimizacion is undercu t by ref
erence co racial privilege.10 

(A survey of the vase majoricy of gay and lesbian srudies and queer theory in print 
shows rhc same absence of colored images as does the powerful performance in 
Tongues Unt~Mosc of che cornerstones of queer theory that are taught, cited, and 
canonized in gay and lesbian studies classrooms, publications, and confe rences are 
decidedly directed coward analyzing white lesbians and gay men. The lack of inclu
sion is most certainly not che main problem wich the treatment of race. A soft mulci
culcural inclusion of race and echnicicy does noc, on ics own, lead co a progressive 
idencicy discourse. Yvonne Yarbro-Bejarano has made the valuable poinc char "[c]he 
lack of accencion co race in the work of leading lesbian theorises reaffirms che belief 
chat ic is possible co talk abouc sexualicy withouc talking abouc race, which in curn 
reaffirms the belief chat ic is necessary co calk about race and sexualicy only when dis
cussing people of color and their cexc."11 When race is discussed by most white queer 
theorises, ic is usually a contained reading of an artist of color that does noc faccQ! 

-t questions of race into the entirecy of their project. Once again taking up my anal~gy 
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wich Riggs's monologue, I wane co argue that if the Castro was Oz for some gay men 
who joined a greac queer wescern migration, the field of scholarship chac is emergi ng 
today as gay and lesbian studies is also another realm thar is over che raj nbow. ~e 
field of queer theory, like the Castro chat Riggs portrays, is-and I wrire from expen
ence--a place where a scholar of color can easily be lose in an immersion of vanilJa 
while her or his critical faculties can be frozen by an avalanche of snoiJ~c powerful 
queer feminist cheorisc/activiscs thac are most often ciced-Lorde, Barbara Smith, 
Anzaldua, and Moraga, among ochers- arc barely ever critically engaged and inscead 
are, like che disco divas that Riggs mentions, merely adored from a discan~he face 
that the vase majoricy of publicacions and conferences that fill out the discipline of 
queer chcory continue co creac race as an addendum, if at aJ I, indicates that there is 

something amiss in chis Oz, too. t I r 

h ' ) L "' r 1 j ( 1 ' r:.J .. {v, e-.1~ L 
t. ( t " r .() 

The Pecheuxian Paradigm 

T he theory of disidenrificacion chat I am offering is meant ro conrribuce co an under
standing of che ways in which queers of color ldencify with ethnos or queerness de

spite the phobic charges in both fields. The French linguist Michel Pecheux extrapo
lated a cheory of disidentificacion from Marxist theorise Louis AJchusser's inAuential 
theory of subjecr fo rmation and interpelJacion. Alchusser's "Ideology and Ideological 
Scace Appararuses" was among the first articulations of the role of ideology in cheoriz
ing subject formation. For AJchusser, ideology is an inescapable realm in which sub
jects arc called into being or "hajlcd," a rocess he calls intcrpcllation. Ideology is the 
imaginary relationship of individuals to their real conditions of existence. The loca
tion of ideology is always within an apparatus and its practice or praccices, such as the 
state apparatus.1 2 

Pecheux built on this theory by describing che three modes in which a subjecc 
is constructed by ideological praccices. In chis schema, che firs t mode is underscood 
as "idcncificacion," where a "Good Subject" chooses che path of idcntificacion with 

discursive and ideological forms. "~ad Subjects" resist and attempt co reject che im
ages and identificatory sites Q,fTured b dominant ideology and _proceed to re~ co 
"counceridencify" and tum ~nsc chis symbolic system. The danger char Pecheux -sees in such an operacion would be the counterdecermination thac such a syscem in-
stalls, a structure char validates the dominant ideology by reinforcing its dominance 

through the concrolled symmerry of "councerdctermination." Disidencificarion is rb I ( 
third mode of dealin with dominan ideol~ one that neither ~ts co assimilate 
'Within such a struawc nor mictly opposes it; rather, disidentificacion is.a suat thac 
works on an again t dominant ideolo .13 Instead of bucl<ling under the pressures of 
dominanc ideology (idencificarion, assimiJation or attempting co break free of its in 

escapable sphere (countericfcncification, topia~ m), chis "working on and agajnst" is 
a strat~ char rrjcs co rransf. raI To ic from within ways laborin to enacc 
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,permanent structural change while at che same time valuing the importance of local 
or every ay strugg cs of resistance. 

Judith Bucler gestures toward the uses of disidentificacion when discussing che 
failure of identification. She parries with Slavoj Ziiek, who understands disidentifica
tion as a breaking down of political possibility, "a fictionaJizacion co the point of po
lirical immobilizarion." 14 She counters Ziiek by asking the following question of his 
formulations: "Whac are che possibilities of politicizing disidencificacion, this experi
ence of misrecognicion, chjum.easy -5etlli! of sc~din under a sign co which one does 
and d~oc belong?" Bueler answers: "ic may be thac the afficmarion of that sli -
page, rhat the fuilure of identificaciol}, is icself the point of departure for a more de
~ocracizing affirmation of_ince.rnal difference."15 Boch Butler's and Pccheux's ac
counts of disidencificacion put forward an understanding of idcncificaciqp as never 
being as seamless or unilateral as the Freudian account would suggcst.16 Both theo
rises construct che subject as inside ideology. Their models permit one co examine 
theories of a subject who is neither che "Good Subject," who has an easy or magical 
idencificacion with dominant culture, or the "Bad Subject," who imagines herself 
outside of ideology. }nsceac!. they pave the way co an understanding of a "disidcnci6: 
~t" ...who tacticallz and sirnulcaneousl works on, wich, and against a cul-
cuaj_fumi. -

As a pracrice, disidentification does not dispel chose ideological contradictory 
elements; rather, like a melancholic subject holding on co a lose object, a disidentify-

1 ing subject works co hold on co chi Q.bjecc..andJnyesLit_widutew life. Sedgwick, in 
her work on the affect, shame, and ics role in queer performacivicy, has explained: 

The forms taken by shame are not distinct "toxic" pares of a group or individuaJ 
idencicy thac can be excised; they are instead incegral co and residuaJ in the 
process in which identity is formed. They are available for the work of meta
morphosis, reframing, refiguration, transfiguration, affective and symbolic load
ing and deformation; bur unavaiJable fo r effecting the work of purgation and 
deontological dosurc.17 

To disidentify is to read oneaclf and one's own life narrative in a momenr, object, or 
subject tha is not culturall coded to "connect" with the disidenri in sub'ect. It is 
__,_ -
nor ro pick and choose what one takes out of an identification. Ir is noc co willfully 
evacuare the politically dubious or shameful com onencs within an idencifi~ry 
locus. Rather, it is Ehe reworking of chose energies chat do not elide Ehe "harmful" or 
contradictory components of any identity. It is an acceptance of the necessary inter
jection that has occurre<rJn suCh situations. 

f!J.isidmtifications is, co some degree, an argument with psychoanalytic orthodox
ies within cultural studi~lt does not represent a wholesale rejection of psychoanaly
sis. Indeed, one's own relationship with choanal sis can be di identificarory. 
Rather than reject psy oan ycic accounts of identification, the next section eng~ 
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work on identification and desire being done in the psychoanalytic wi ng of queer 

theory. 

Identification beyond and with Psychoanalysis 

The homophobic and racist vicissitudes of psychoanalysis's version of identification 

have been explored by various critics. D iana Fuss, for instance, has shown the\~ in 

which Freud constructed a false dichotomy between desire and ident ification. E_esire 

is the way in which "proper" object choices are made and identification is a term 

used to explicate the pathological invesonenc thac people make with bad object 

choices. \8 Fuss proposes a new theory of identification based on a vampiric under

scanmng of subjectivity formation: 

Vampirism works more like an inverted form of identification- identification 
pulled inside ouc-where che subjc~in che ace of inceriorizing che ocher, si
mulcaneousl~produces external!:;: in the other. Vampirism is both other
incorporaring and self-reproducing; it delimics a more ambiguous space where 
<ksire and identification appear less O££Qscd than coterminous. where c~ire 
to be the ocher (identification) draws its ve nee from the ire to h~vc 
the other. •9 • t' • 1 f 1 - ) 

The incorporation of the other in this account is in stark opposition to Freud's ver

sion, in which identification is distributed along stages, all teleologically calibrated 

coward (compulsory) heterosexuality. Fuss's revisionary approach co psychoanalysis 
insiscs on desire's coterminous relationship with identification. 

Fuss~roundbreak.ing work on idencificacion has been met with great skepti

cism by 'Teresa de Lauretis, who discounts this theory on the grounds char ir will fur- *1 
ther blur the lines between specifically lesbian sexuality and subjectivity and feminist 

takes on female sexuality and subject iv_!.ry°}O',De Lauretis's approach, also revisionary, 

cakes che~ck of substituting desire for identification in the narrative of psycho

analysis. tor de Lauretis, lesbian desire is not predicated by or impl icated within any 

structure of identification (much less cross-idencificatio~Her approach to desire is 

co expand it and let ir cover and replace what she sees as a far roo ambiguous notion 

of identi fication. O n this point, I side with Fuss and other queer theorises who share 

chc same revisionary impulse as de Lauretis bur who are not as concerned with or

dering the lines of proper, reciprocal desire against what she views as oblique cross

idencificacions. A substantial section of chapter l , "Famous and Dandy like B. ' n' 

Andy," is concerned with the power of cross-identifications becween rwo artists, Jean

Michel Basquiat and Andy Warhol, who do not match along the lines of race, sexual-

icy, class, or generation. T his strategy of reading rhe two anises together and in reac-

rion to each orher is informed by a politics of coalition anti thetical to the politics of 

se aracism char I see as a foundational premise of de La~reris's Er<?jecc. The political 

suggested here does not umformly reject separatism either; more nearly, it !§ 
of separatism because it is not alwa a feasible..Q cion for subjeas who are....!!!?L 
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empowered b white privil~e or class~tus. People of color, queers of color, white 

queers, and other minorities occasionally and understandably long fo r s~aracist en

claves outside of the dominant culture. Such enclaves, however, are often politically 

disadvantageous when one scops co consider che ways in which the social scrip;de

pends on minority factionalism and isolationism to maintain the status of the domi

nant order. 

-@sidemification works like the remaking of identification chat Fuss advocac~ 
fcounteridencificacion, the attempt at dissolving or abolishing entrenched cultural 

'-rOr"mations, corresponds to de Lauretis's substitution of desire for idencificaci01. In 

Identification Papers, her book on Freud, psychoanalysis, and identification, Fuss suc

cinctly hisroridzes the long-standing confusion berween the terms desire and identifi
cation. She ~ts pressure on rhe.dis.rincrion between wanting the ocher and wanting to 

/ be the o~r. Fuss~arks the distinction between these terms as "precarious" at besc.21 

Valentin, a documentary subject in Augie Robles's groundbreaking shore docu

mentary Cholo Joto (1993), comes to recognize an early communal idenrificarion 

with Che Guevara as being, on both a subjective and a communal level, about desir

ing El Che. Robles's video interviews three young C hicano men in their early twen

ties. The documenrary subjects expound on the quotidian dimensions of queer 

C hicano life in el barrio and che white gay ghetto. Cholo joto's final sequence features 

a performance by Valendn. Valentfn, hair slicked back and lips reddened with a dark 

lipstick, turns in a captivating performance for the video camera. He sics in a chair 

throughout his monologue, yet cbe wit and charm of his performed persona defy c.he 

convenrions of "talking head"; wh ich is co say that he is noc so much the talking head 

as he is a performer in collaboration with the video artist. After reAecting on the 

"tiredness" of C hicano nationalism's sexism and homophobia, he cells an early child

hood story thac disidenrifies with the script of Chicano nationalism. 

And I grew up in Logan Heights. We had murals, C hicano park was tremen
dous. Now that I'm not there I know what it is. Bue at che time you would walk 
through and see these huge murals. There was a mural of Che Guevara, char is 
sti ll there, with the quote "A true rebel is guided by deep feel ings of love." l re
member reading chat as a little kid and chinking, wbat the fuck does char mean? 
T hen I realized, yeah, chat's right. T hat I'm not going to fight our of anger bur 
because ( love myself and I love my community. 

For Valentin, chis remembering serves as a striking reinvention of Che Guevara. 

By working through his queer child's curiosity from rhe posirionalicy of a gay 

C hicano man, Valentin unearths a powerful yet elusive queer kernel in revolutionary/ 

liberationisc identity. Guevara, as both cultural icon and revol utionary thinker, had 

a significant inAuence on the early Chicano movement, as he did on all Third 

World movements. In chis video performance, ~evara stands in for all char was 

promising and utopian about che C hicano movemenr. He also represents rhe en

trenched misogyny and homophobia of masculinisr liberation ideoloB Valentin's 
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locution, his performance of memory, reads§ac queer valence chat has always sub

liminaJly charged such early nationalist thoug~ H is performance does not simply 

undermine nationalism but instead hopes to reaniculace such discourses within 

terms that are policicaJly progressive. 

Indeed, Valencfn knows something that Fuss and ocher queer and feminist com

mencacors on Freud know: thac the story we are often fed, our prescribed "public" 

scripts of identification and our private and motivating desires, are not exacrly indis

tinguishable but blurred_. The point, chen, is not co drop either desire or idencifica

tion from che equation. Rather, it is to understand the sometimes interlocking and 

coterminous, separate and mutually exclusive nature of both psychic structures. 

Ideology for de Laurccis seems to be an afterword to desire. In this book, I will 

be ceasing our the ways in which desire an_! identificacio.E_ can be ~pered and 

rewritten (not dismissed or banished) through idJ:ology. Queers arc nor always "prop

erly" incerpcllated by the dominant public sphere's hecerosexist mandates because de~ 
sire for a~ object offsets chat process of reactionary ideological indoctrination. Jn a 

somewhat analogous fashion, queer desires, perhaps desires that negate self, desire for 

a white bcaury ideal, are reconstituted by an ideological component that tells us that 

such modalities of desire and desiring are coo self-compromising. We thus disiden

rify wich the white ideal. We desire it bur desire it with a difference. The negotia

tions between desire, identification, and ideology are a pare of the important work of 
disidenci fication. 

Disidentificotion's Work 

My chinking abou@e power and poignancy of crisscrossed idencificatory and desir

ing circui~~)s as indebted co the work of writers such as James Baldwin as it is co psy

choanalytic theorises such as Fuss or de Laureris. For instance, Baldwin's The Devil 
Finds Work, a book-length essay, discusses young Baldwin's suffering under a father's 

physical and verbal abuse and how he found a refuge in a powerful idencificacion 

with a white scarlet ac a Saturday afternoon matinee screening. Baldwin writes: 

So here, now, was Bette Davis, on the Saturday afternoon, in close-up, over a 
champagne glass, pop-eyes popping. I was astounded. I had caught my father 
nor in a lie, bur in an infirmity. For here, before me, after all, was a movie scar: 
white: and if she was white and a movie star, she was rich: and she was ugly .... 
Out of bewilderment, out of loyalty co my mother, probably, and also because I 
sensed something menacing and unhealthy (for me, certainly) in che fuce on che 
screen, l gave Davis's skin the dead white greenish case of something crawling 
from under a rock, but I was held, just the same, by the tense intelligence of the 
forehead, the disaster of the lips: and when she moved, she moved just like a 
nigger.22 

The cross-identification chat Baldwin vividly describes here is echoed in ocher wistful 

narratives of childhood described lacer in this lncroduccion. What is suggestive about 

lothian
Note
Two pages of images left out here
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Baldwin's accounr is che way in which Davis signifies something boch liberatory and 
horribleMblack and queer belle-lenres queen such as Baldwin finds something use
ful in the image; a certain survival Strategy is made possible via this visual disidentifi
cacion with Bette Davis and her freakish beau~AJcbough The Devil Finds \.%rk goes 
on co discuss Baldwin's powerful identifications with HoUywood's small group of 
black actors, chis mediated and vexed identification with Davis is one of the most 
compelling examples of the process and effects that 1 discuss here as disidentificacion. 

The example of Baldwin's relationship with Davis is a disidencification insofar as 
che African-American writer transforms che raw material of identification (the linear 
march chat leads toward incerpellacion) while simultaneously positioning himself 
within and outside the image of the movie scar. For Baldwin, disidencification is 
more rhan simply an interpretative turn or a psychic maneuver; ic is, most crucially, a 
survival strategy. 

QLche terms identification and counteridentification are replaced wich their rough 
/ corollaries assimilation and anti-assimilation, a position such as disidencificacion is 

open co the charge that ic is merely an apolitical sidestepping, trying co avoid the crap 
of assimilating or adhering to different separatist or nacionalisc ideologi<iJrhc debace 
can be hiscoricized as che early cwencieth-ccncury debate in African-American lec
tcrs: the famous d ashes becween Booker T. Washington and W. E. B. Du Bois. 
Washingcon, a writer, national race leader, and che founder of the Tuskegee Inscicuce, 
proposed a program for black selfhood chat by today's post-civil-rights standards and 
polemics would be seen as assimi1ationisc. Washington proposed that blacks muse 
prove their equality by pulling themselves up by their bootstraps and achieving suc
cess in the arenas of economic development and education before chey were allocced 
civil rights. Du Bois was the founder of the Niagara Movement, a civil-rights procesc 
organization that arose in response to Washington's conciliatory posture accommo
dating and justifying white racism. Du Bois's separatist policies advocated voluntary 
black segregation during the Depression to consolidate black-community power 
bases, and evenruaHy led co his loss of in fluence in che National Association for che 
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), an organi1,ation he helped found in 
19 l 0. Washington's and Du Bois's careers came co embody assimilation and anci
assimilacion posicions. In Chicano leccers, Richard Rodriguez's autobiography, Hunger 
of Memory (1982), came co represenc an assimilationist position similar to the one 
proposed in Washingcon's Up from Slavery (1901). Some of che first incervencions 
in concemporary Chicano cultural studies and literary theory were critiques of 
Rodriguez's ancibilingualism tract.23 

Diside cification is noc an apolitical middle ground becween the positions es
poused by intdleccuals such as Washingcon and Du Bois. Its political agenda is d~
ly indebted co anciassimiJacionist thought. It departs from the antiassimilationist 
rhetoric £.or @SOJlS_that are both scracegic and methodological. Michel Foucault ex-

plains the 
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plains the paradox of power's working in relation tO discourse in The History of 
Sexuality. volume I : 

[I]r is in discourse that power and knowledge are joined together. And for this 
very reason, we must conceive discourse as a series of discontinuous segments 
whose tactical function is neither uniform nor stable. To be more precise, we 
must not imagine a world of discourse divided berween accepted discourse and 
excluded discourse, or between the dominant discourse and the dominated one; 
but as a multiplicicy of discursive elements that can come into play in various 
strategics .... Discourses arc noc once and for all subservient co power or raised 
up against it, any more than silences are. We must make allowance for the com
plex and unstable process whereby discourse can be both an instrument and an 
effect of powei:,_ but also a h[ndrance, a stumbling-block,_ a point of resistance 
and a starting point for an opposing scracegy. Discourse transmits and produces .L 
power; it reinforces it, bur also undermines and exposes it, renders ir fragi~nd 
makes it possible to thwart ic.24 

The Foucauldian theory of the polyvalence of discourse informs the theory o f dis
identification being put forth here inasmuch as ~isidcn~ficarion is a strategy that re

sists a conception .Q[po~ as being a fixed discourse. O isidencificarion negociaces 

strategies of resistance within the Aux of discourse and power. It understands that 

(oouncerdiscourses, like discourse, can always Aucruate for d ifferent ideological ends 

~d a politicized agent muse have the abilicy to adapt and shift as quickJy as power 

does wichin discourse:-' _, 

listening to Disidentification 

The Devil Finds \%rk received considerable praise and helped revitalize what was, ac 

the time, Baldwin's somewhat faltering career. It was released right before the author 

commenced what he called h is "second life" as an educator. David Lceming's b iogra

phy cites an interview with Baldwin in which he discusses what he imagines co be the 

link between The Devil Finds WOrk and the cexc that followed it, Baldwin's final and 

longest novel, just Above My Head 

I le rold Mary BltLrne rhac che book "demanded a cercain confession of myself," 
a confession of his loneliness as a celebricy left behind by assassinated com rades, 
a confession of compassion and hope even as he was being critici1,ed for being 
pass~. a confession of his fascination with the American fantasy, epitomized by 
Hollywood , even as he condemned it. lt was "a rehearsal for somerhing I'll deal 
with lacer." That something, Just Above My Head, would be the major work of 
his lacer years.2S 

For Baldwin, nonfictio n, or, more nearly, aucobiography, is a rehearsal for fiction. 

Stepping back from the autobiographer's statemenc,8 migh t also come co under

stand the writer's disidentificacory practice tO extend co che ideological and structural 

grids that we come to understand as gen5' Baldwin's ficcion did not indulge the pro

ject of camouflaging an authorial surrogate. Instead, he produced a fiction that 
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abounded with scand-ins. ju.st Above My Head includes the central character of 
Arthur, who is representative of a familiar thematic in the author's work, the crope of 
the bluesboy who is a bluesman in process. Arthur is a black gay man whose incense 
relationship wich his brother David dearly mirrors the author's d ose cie wich his own 
brother, David Baldwin. Bue there is also a Jimmy in the novel, who is also a black 
gay man, and represents a younger version of the author. Jimmy has a sister, Julia, 
who, like Baldwin, was a renowned child preacher, famous throughout che black 
church community of Harlem. 

With chis posited, we begin to glimpse an understanding of fiction as "a cechnol
ogy of the self." This self is a disidentificacory self whose relation co the social is not 
over etermined by universafizing rhetorics ofj~lfhood; T he "real self" who comes 
i11 co being ch rough ficcion is nor che self who produces fi ction, but is instead pro-

uccd by fiction. Binaries flnally begin co falter and fiction becomes che real; which is -to say that che crurh effect of ideological grids is broken down th(ough Baldwin's 
disidentificacion with the notion of liCcion- andi;-does nor scop here: fiction then 
becomes a concesced..field of self-production. -

Lee me attempt co illustrate chis poinc by substituting the word fiction used thus 
far with the word song. Furthermore, l wane co draw a connecting line berween 
fiction/song and ideology in a similar fashion. With this notion of the song in place, 
I want co consider an elegant passage near the end of ju.st Above My Head Up co chis 
point, the novel has been narrated by Hall, Arthur's brother. The narrative breaks 
down after Arthur passes away on the floor of a London pub. Ac chis pressured mo
ment, the narrative voice and authority are passed on co Jimmy, Arthur's lase lover. 
The bacon is passed from Hall co Jimmy through a moment of performacive writing 
chat simulcaneously marks Arthur's passing and Hall's reluctance co give up com
mand over che fiction of Arthur, his brorher: 

Ah. What is he doing on the Boor in a basement of the hiscorical cicy? That cicy 
built on che principle chat he would have the grace co live, and, ccrcainly, co die 
somewhere outside the gates? 

Perhaps I muse do now whac I most feared co do: surrender my brother co 
Jimmy, give Jimmy's piano the ultimate solo: which muse also now, be caken as 
rhe bridge.26 

Jimmy, who is certainly another manifescation of chc ghost of )immy Baldwin, is 
given his solo. le is a queer lover's solitary and mournful song{ fhe queer solo is a 
lament chat does not collapse into nostalgia bur instead cakes Aigh~J 

The song does not belong co the singer. The singer is found by the song. Ain't 
no singer, anywhere, ever made up a song-char is not possible. He hears some
thing. I really believe, at rhe bottom of my balls, baby, chat somerhing hears 
him, somechjng says, come here! and jumps on him just how you jump on a 
piano or a sax or a violin or a drum and you make ic sing the song you hear: and 
you love it, and you cake care of ic, berter than you cake care of yourself, can you 

dig it? bur you 
That sound yol 
and did you he 
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dig it? bur you don't have no mercy on it. You can't. You can't have mercy! 
Thar sou nd you hear, chat pound you cry to pitch with the utmost precision
and did you hear me? Wow!-is the sound of millions and millions and, who 
knows, now, listening, where life is, where is death?27 

T he singer is the subject who stands inside-and, in the most important ways, out

side-of ficcion, ideology, "the real." He is nor ics author and never has been. He 

hears a call and we remember not only che "hey, you" of Althusser's ideology cop buc ~ 

also the liccle white girl in Fanon who cries ouc "Look, a Negro." Bue something also ~ . ,,,,. 
hears chis singer who is not the author of the song. He is heard by something char is a ~, 
shared impulse, a drive coward justice, retribution, emancipation- which permits 

him co disidencify with the song. He works on the song wid1 fierce intensity and the 
utmost precision. This utmost precision is needed co rework thac song, chat story, that 

fiction, char mastering ploc. le is needed co make a self- co@'isidenrify despite the 

ear-splitt ing hostility that che song first proposed fo r the singer., Another vibe is culci-

vaced. Thus, we hear and sing disidencificacion. T~ relations between the two are so 

interlaced and crisscrossed- reception and performance, incerprecation_and praxis-

chat ic seems foolish co ma:ighterrouc d1is oc. 

Baldwin believed chac just Above My Head was his greatest novel, buc he also ex-

perienced ic as a failure. In a lercer co his brother David, he wrote: "I wanced ic co be 

a great song, instead it's jusc a lyric."28 le was ultimately a lyric char mattered. le was a 

necessary fiction, one like the poetry chat was noc a lu.xury...for Audre Lorde. le was 

a lyric chat ~reamed, strove, and agitated co disorder the real and'W°edge open a space 

in che social where the necessary fictions of blackness andqueerness could ascend co 

something that was and was nor ficrion, bur was, nonetheless, utterly heard. 

Marginal Eyes: The Radical Feminist of Color Underpinnings of Disidentification 

When histories of the hermeneutic called queer theory are recounted, one cexc is left 

out of most origin narratives. Many would agree char Foucault's discourse ai1alysis or 

Roland Barches's stylized semiology are imporcant foundational rexes for the queer 

theory project. Monique Wictig's materialise readings of the straight mind are in

voked in some genealogies. Many writers have traced a line to queer theory from 

both Anglo-American feminjsm and the French feminism that dominated feminise 

discourse in the 1980s. Bue ocher theory projects have enabled many scholars co 

imagine queer critique coday. This book is influenced, co various degrees, by all of 

mose theoretical forerunners, yet it is important co mark a text and a tradition offemi

nist scholarship chat most influence and organize my chinking. I am thinking of 

work char, like Foucault's and Barches's projects, help us unpack the ruses and signs 

of normativity; I am calling on a body of theory char, like Wircig's critiques, indexes 

class as well as the materialist dimensions of the straight mind; I am invoking a mode 

of scholarship char also emerged from the larger bo4y of feminist discourse. Cherrfe 

Moraga and Gloria Anzaldua's 1981 anthology This Bridge Called My Back: Writings 
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by Radical Women of Color is too often ignored or underplayed in genealogies of 
queer theory.29 Bridge represented a crucial break in gender studies discourse in 
which any naive positioning of gender as the primary and singular node of difference 

within feminist theory and politics was irrevocably challenged. (!?"day, feminists who 
insist on a unified feminist subject not organized around race, class, and sexualiry do 
so at their own risk, or, more succinctly, do so in opposition co work such as Bri§ 
The contributors to cl1at volume set out to disrupt the standardized prorocols of gen
der stud ies and activism; and, although the advancements of white feminists in inte

grating multiple sites of difference in their analytic approaches have not, in many 
cases, been significant, the anthology has proved invaluable to many feminises, les
bians, and gay male writers of color. 

This Bridge Called My Back serves as a valuable example of disidentification as a 
political strategy. Alarc6n, a contributor to that volume, suggested in a later article 
that ThiJ.J]ridge Called My Back served as a document that broke with previous femi-

_nlg strategies of identification and counceridentification.30 She carefully describes the 
ways in which che first wave of feminise discourse called for a collective identification 
with the female subject. That female subject was never identified with any racial or 
class identiry and was essencialJy a desexuaJized being; thus, by default, she was the 
middle-class straight white woman. Alarc6n described the next stage of evolution for 
pre-Bridge feminist discourse as a momenc of counteridenti.fication. She cums to 
Simone de Beauvoir and The Second Sex and proposes that de Beauvoir "may even be 
responsible for the creation of Anglo-American feminist theory's 'episceme': a highly 

self-conscious ruling-class white Western female subject locked in a struggle co the 
death with 'Man."'31 This e~ess stru~ with "man" is indicative of a stage in femi
nist discourse in which counceridentificacion with men is the only way in which one 
became a woman. Alarc6n identifies the weakness of this strategy as its inabiliry to 
speak to lesbians and women of color who must negotiate multiple antagonisms 

within the social, including antagonisms posed by white women. Queers of color ex
perience the san1e problems in that as white normativiry is as much a site of antago
nism as is heteronormativiry. If queer discourse is to supersede th~cs of fe~
nism, it muse be able co ~ate multiple antagonisms that index issues of class, 
gender, and" race, as well as sexualiry. 

Alarc6n argues that Bridge has enabled the discourse of gender studies co move 

beyond politics of identification and counteridentification, helping us arrive at a poli
tics of disidencification. I agree with her on this poinc, and in this book, begun al
most seventeen years after the publication of This Bridge Called My Back, I wilJ con
sider the critical, cultural, and political legacy of This Bridge Called My Back. 

Although this book cours a cultural legacy that I understand as pose-Bridge, l 

wane brieAy to consider a text char I chink of as a beautiful addendum to chat project. 
The video work of Osa Hidalgo has always dared to visualize the politics of disidenti
fication chat This Bridge Called My Back so bravely outlined. Hidalgo's most recenc 
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cape infuses humor into the fierce political legacy of that classic anthology. Her sen
sual lens injects the work with a defiant political imagination chat moves us from ac
tivist manifesto to the expansive space of political humor and satire. 

Osa Hidalgo's 1996 video Marginal Eyes or Mujerla Fantasy I presents [furcical 
and utopian fantasy of a remade California in which Chicanas, Native women, and 

other women of color, like the women who populated the Bridge, have ascended 
co positions of pow~The video cells the story of Dr. Hidalgo dela Riva Morena 
Gonzale2, a fictional Chicana archaeologist who discovers the macrilinial origins co 
Western cul cure in the form of small red day figurines that she unearths during a dig. 
The djscovery serves co boost what is an already remade state of California. In 
HidaJgo's fanrasy play, the Chicana scientist is celebrated by the entire scare. The 
celebration includes a press conference attended by the mayor of Los Angeles, anoth
er Latina, and che governor of California, a dark-skinned mestiza named Royal Eagle 
Bear. (The governor is played by the djrector.) Tlus emphasis on work has alienated 

the protagonist's lover-a woman who has felr neglected during her partner's rise co 
fame and prominence. 

The video's first scene is found footage of an early educational film that chroni
cles the discovery of the O lmec civilization. The film stock is scratchy 8 mm and its 

appearance reminds the U.S.-based ethnic subject of the national primary education 
project that fo rce-fed them Eurocentric history and cuJrure. T he video shifts from 
grainy images of the dig co a new archaeological quest led by Dr. Hidalgo dela Riva 
Morena Gonzale-z. Her entire team is composed of Latinas and Lacinos. The video 
cues back co the educational footage, and one witnesses the discovery of ciny figurines 
chat connote the patriarchal origins of Western culture. This is followed by a sequence 

in which the Chicana team discovers its own statuettes. T hese artifacts have breasts 
and,3ichin the video's camp logic, cast a picture of a utopian matriarchal pa:st:I 

The video offers a public and a private description of the archaeologist's lJ;, T he 
private world represented is an intimate sphere of Lacina love and passion chat calls 
acrencion to the quotidian pressures that besiege Chicana dykes who muse negotiate 
the task of being public incellectuaJs and private subjects. T he video's final scene con
cludes with the rwo lovers finally finding time co make love and reconnect, as chey 
have sex in a candlelit room full of red roses whiJe the educational film plays on the 

television sec. The film represents the "real world" of masculinisc archaeology chat is 
being disidentified with. Ip-this instance, disidencification is a remaking and rewrit
ing of a dominant script.lJhe_ characters can ignore this realm and symbolically re
create it through their sex acc.}his final scene offers ~powerful utopian proposition: 
it is through the transform ive eowers of queer sex and sexualiry chat a queerworld 
is made. 

-Tue public component helps one imagine a remade public sphere in which the 
minoricarian subjecr's eyes are no longer marginal. In the fantasy echnoscape, the 
world has beenE._wriccen through_disidemificatory desire. The new world of Hidalgo's 

.. 
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video is a utopian possibiliry; ic is here where we begin to glimpse the importance of 
utopianism_ for the project of disidenci6carino. Disidencificatory performances and 
readings require an ac~ernel of utopian possibiliry. ~though utopianism has be-
come the bad o~ecc_of much contemporary policical thinking, we nonetheless need Y
to hold on to and even risk ucopiartism if we are to en a c in cbe lahM oLnakin~ 
queerworld. - " Hidalgo's project also remakes ucopianism inco something different. lf:!er utopi-
anism is infused with humor and progressive camp sensibilici'e~ In chapter 5, I dis-

_.; 

cuss che way in which Ela Troyano and Carmelita Tropicana disidenrify with camp, a 
predominancly gay white male project, and recast it as a view to a fabulous and funky 
Lacina life-world. Hidalgo offers ~P-..Jlli>Rffi.nism rhac rejects che utopianism of 
somber prophecies-of libei:ation ancLlnsr.eacL:eimagines a radical future rep.lece with 
hµmor and desire. 

Her utopianism looks into the past to ci:itique the presenc and helps imagine the 
future. The past chat is represented in the video is rhc imagined past of Mesoamerican 
antiquiry; the present that the film critiques is the current climate of immigrant 
scapegoating chat rargecs Latinas and other women and men of color; and ~ure 

that cl~es is a queer world that is as brown as it is bent. Theodor Adorno 
once commenced that "ut£Pi~s essentially in the determined negation of that which 
merely is, and by concretizing icsel£as something false, it always points, ac the same 
time, co what should be."32 Hidalgo's project poincs co the "should be" with elegance, 
humor, and political ferocity. 

Hidalgo's project and my own owe a tremendous debt co the writing of radical 
women of color that emerged in the 1970s. le is in those essays, rants, poems, and 
manifestos chat we first glimpsed what a queer world might look 1ik7'rrhe bridge to a 
queer world is, among other things, paved by This Bridge Called MJ Back. 

Performing Disidentifications 

Throughout this book, I refer co disidencificacion as a hermeneutic, a process of pro
duction, and a mode of performance. Disidentificacion can be understood as a way of 
shuffling back and forth between reception and production. for the critic, disidencifi
cation is the hermeneucical performance of decoding mass, high, or any other culrural 
field from the perspective of a minoriry subjecr who is disempowered in such a repre
sencacional hierarchy.fruarr Hall has proposed a theory of encoding/decodi~ that has 
been highly influential in media and culrural srudies. He postulates an understanding 
of broadcast relevision as yielding an encoded meaning chat is both denotative and 
connotative of different ideological messages that reinforce the scarus quo of the ma
joriry culture. These codes are likely to seem narural co a member of a language com
muniry who bas grown up in such a system. For Hall, there are three different options 
on the level of decoding. The firsr position for decoding is the dominant-hegemonic 
position where a "viewer cakes the connoted from, say, a television newscast, full and 
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srraighr and decodes irs message in rerms of che reference code in which it has been 
encoded, we might say the viewer is operating within che dominant code. "33 The sec
ond vantage point from which ro decode is che negotiated position thar, to some de
gree, acknowledges che constructed narure of discourse but does nor, within its inrer
precative projecr, challenge its authorization. As HaJI puts ic: "Negociared codes 
operace through what we might call particular or situated logics: and these logics are 
sustained by their differential and unequal logics of power."34 The third and final po
sirion that Hall couches on is che oppositional one. This mode of reading resists, de
mystifies, and deconscructs che universalizing ruse of che dominant culture. Mean
ings are unpacked in an effort ro dismanrle dominant codes. As a~oac co che 
dominant culcure, disidencificacion is analo~s co che paradigm of oeposicion~
cepcion that Hall constructs within his essay. 

The mode of cultural production chat I am caJling disidentificacion is indebted 
co earlier cheories of revisionary identification. These foundational theories emerged 
from fields of film theory, gay and lesbian studies, and critical race theory. Although 
these different fields do not often branch inco one another's boundaries, chey have 
often accempced co negotiate similar mechodological and theoretical concerns. The 
term "revisionary identification" is a loose construct chat is intended co hold various 
accounts of cacrical identification together. "Revisionary" is meant co signal different 
straregies of viewing, reading, and locating "self" within represencational systems and 
disparate life-worlds chat aim co displace or occlude a minori ry subject. The sering 
char binds such different categories is a precariously thin one and it is important co 
specify the influence of different critical traditions on my own fo rmulations by sur
veying some of the contributions they make co chis project. 

Film theory has used a psychological apparatus co figure identification in che cine
matic rext. ~ugh rhe srory of disidentification is decidedly not aligned wirh the 
orthodoxies of psychoanalysis in che same way rhac differenr branches of literary and 
film theory are, it does share wich che psychoanalytic project an impulse co discern 
the ways in which subjectiviry is formed in modern culc~Chriscian Merz, a French 
pioneer in psychoanalytic approaches co cinema, elaborate an influential theory of 
cinematic identification in che early sevencies.35 Drawing heavily from the Lacanian 
theory of the mirror scage, Merz outlines cwo differenc registers of filmic identifica
tion. Primary cinematic identification is identification wich the "look" of che techni
cal apparatus (camera, projector). The spectator, like the child positioned in fronc of 
the mirror conscruccing an imaginary ideal of a unified body, imagines an illusionary 
wholeness and mastery. Secondary identification, for Merz, is with a person who 
might be a srar, actor, or character. Feminist film theorist Laura Mulvey posed a sub
stantial chalJenge co Mecz's formulation by inquiring as co the gender coordinates of 
che "bearer-of-the-look" and che object of the look.36 Mulvey described scandardiu d 
patterns of fascination in classical narrative cinema scrucrure chac placed che female 
specracor in che masochistic position of identifying wich che female subject, who is 
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eicher a scopophilic fetish in the narrative or a brucaJized characcer on che screen. The 
ocher remaining opcion for Mulvey's female spectator is a cross-idencificacion with 
che male procagonisc who is, by che gender coding of che cinematic apparatus, placed 
in che dominant posicion of control. Implicit in Mulvey's argument is an undersrand
ing of any idencificacion across gender as pathologically masochistic. Mulvey's and 
Merz's theories, when considered togecher, offer a convincing model of specracorship 
and its working. Their models fall shore insofar as they unduly valorize some very 
limiced circuits of idencification.37 

Mulvey lacer refined her argument by once again retu rning co Freud and further 
specifying the nature of female desire along rhe lines pioneered by the founder of 
psychoanalysis. "Aftcrchoughcs on 'Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,' Inspired 
by Duel in the Sun" argues chat the female spectator undergoes a cercain regression 
chac rerurns her co the rranssexed site of her chiJdhood idencificarion that every 
young girl passes chrough.38 The identification here is clearly encoded in the termi
nology of transvestism, a brand of degayed39 transvestism char is positioned to dis
allow the possibilicy of reading a homosexual spectator. fuchoanaJycic theorizations 
of cross-gender identification such as Mulvey's never challenge the normativicy of 
dominant gender conscruccio§ 

Miriam Hansen, in her impressive srudy of early cinema and emergent practices 
of specracorship, calls fo r a reworking of the Mulveyan paradigm co figure various os
cillations in speccacorship becween masculine and feminine.40 In her chapcer on 
Rudolph Valentino and "scenarios" of identification, Hansen wrices: 

If we can isolace an inscance of "primary" identification ac all-which is dubious 
on theoretical grounds-Valentino's films challenge the assumption of percep
tual mastery implied in such a concept both on account of the scar system and 
because of the particular organization of the gaze. The scar noc only promotes a 
dissociation of scopic and narracive regiscers, bur also complicates rhe imaginary 
self-identicy of the viewing subject with an cxhibirionisr and collecrive dimen
sion .... The Valentino films undermine the nocfon of unified position of scop
ic mascery by foregrounding rhe reciprocity and ambivalence of the gaze as an 
erotic medium, a gaze char fascinates precisely because ir transcends rhe socially 
imposed subjecr-objecc hierarchy of sexual difference.41 

Hansen moves away from che monolithic and stable spectator that was first posited 
by Men and then gendered as masculine by Mulvey. The gaze itself is che site of 
idencific."lrion in Hansen's srudy, and that gaze is never fixed but instead always vacil
lating and potentially cransformacive in its possibilities. Hansen also moves beyond 
Mulvey's theorizations of the female spectator as having the dismal options of either 
finding her lose early masculine idenci6cation or raking on a masochistic idencifica
cion. Hansen's work, along wirh char of ocher film theorises in the 1980s, cook the 
notion of spectacoriaJ idencificacion in more complicaced and nuanced direccions 
where the problem of idencificacion was now figured in cerms of inscabilicy, mobilicy, 
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oscillacion, and mulciplicity.'42 Disidenrification is, ac irs core, an ambivaJenr modality 
rhar can nor be conceptualized as a resrriccive or "mascerfully" fixed mode of identifi
cacion. Disidenrificacion, like Hansen's descripcion of idenrification, is a survival 
srraceg iliac is employed by a minority spec!filor (rhe female spectator of the early 
rwenricch century in Hansen's study) to Iesist and confound socially prescriptive pat
terns of idenrificacion. 

Scholars of color and gay and lesbian scholars also broughc important and trans
formative urgencies to questions of speccatorship and idencification. Manchia Dia
wara, for example, offered che hiscorically relevant corrective co Mulvey's foundation
al cheory: 

Laura Mulvey argues char the classical Hollywood film is made for che pleasure 
of che male speccacor. However, as a black male speccacor I wish co argue, in 
addicion, char che dominant cinema sicuaces Black characters primarily for che 
pleasure of Whice spectators (male or female). To illuscrate chis poinc, one may 
note how Black male characcers in concemporary Hollywood films are made 
less chreacening co Whices eicher by Whice domesticacion of Black cuscoms and 
culcure--a process of deracinacion and isolation-or by the scories in which 
Blacks arc depicced playing by the rules of Whice society and losing.'13 

Concribucions such as Diawara's made it dear chat difference has many shades and 
any narrative of idenrificacion chat does nor account for che variables of race, class, 
and sexuality, as weU as gender, is incomplece.44 Queer film theory has also made 
crucial challenges co che understanding of identification. Chris Straayer oudines che 
reci rocicy of idenrificacion in queer speccacorship, che active play of elaborating new 
idencificacions char were not visible on the surface. Straayer's "hypochecical lesbian 
heroine" ~uch a disidentificacory conscrucc: "The lesbian heroine in film muse 
be conceived of as a viewer conscruccion, shore-circuiting the very nerworks chat for
bid her energ. She is conscrucced from the concradicrions within the text and be
rween cexc and viewer, who insists on assertive, even transgress~,jdencification and -seeing."45 The process Straayer narraces, of r:ading between the dominanc texc's lines, 
identifying as che classical text while actively resisting its encoded directives co waccn 
and idenrify as a heterosexual, can be understood as che survival caccic chat queers use 
when navigating dominant media. S~Q!!>CCSS can be understood as disidencifica
tory in char it is nor abouc~ilation inco a heterosexual matrix but instead a paf: 
ciaJ disavowal of chat culcural form chat works to restructure ic from within. The 

' disidencificacion, in chis instance, is the conscruccion of a lesbian heroine that 
changes the way in which che objecc is inhabited by che subject. 

My chinking on disidencification has also been strongly informed by che work of 
critical race theorises, who have asked imporcant quescions about che workings of 
idencificarion for minority subjecrs within dominant media. Michele Wallace has de
scribed the process of identification as one char is "constantly in motion."46 The Aux 
chat characterizes idencification for Hansen when considering female spectacorship 
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and identification is equally true of the African-American spectator in Wallace's arti

cle. Wallace offers cestimony co her own posicion as a speccacor: 

le was always said among Black women thac Joan Crawford was pare Black, and 
as I wacch chese films again coday, looking at Rita Hayworth in Gilda or Lana 
Turner in The Posm1a11 Always Rings Twice, I keep thinking "she is so beautiful, 
she looks Black." Such a scacemenc makes no sense in current feminise film 
cricicism. What I am crying ro suggest is chaGhere was a way in which chese 
films were possessed by Black female view~ The process may have been abouc 
problematizing and expanding one's racial identity instead of abandoning ic. le 
seems important here co view speccacorship as not only potentially bisexual but 
also muJciraciaJ and mulciechnic. Even as "The Law of the Father" may impose 
its premature closure on the filmic "gaze" in the coordination of surure and 
classical narrative, disparate factions in che audience, nor equally well indoc
cri naced in the dominant discourse, may have their way, now and then, with 
i ncerpretation.47 

The wistful scacemenc thac is central co Wallace's experience of identification, "she is 

so beautiful, she looks Black," is a poignanc example of che cransformacive power of 

disidcncification. White supremacist aesthetics is rearranged and put in che service of 

historically maligned black beauty standards. In this rumination, the Eurocentric 

conceit of whiteness and beauty as being naturally aligned (hence, scraighc hair is 

"good hair" in some African-American vernaculars) is turned on its head. Ois

idencificacion, like the subjective experience Wallace describes, is abo~panding 

and problematizing idencity and idenri6cacion, not abandoning any socially pre

scribed identity component. ~emale viewers are noc merely passive subjects 

who are possessed by the well-worn paradigms of idencificacion chat the classical nar

rative produces; rather, they are active partici£!11C specracors who can mutate and re
structure scale patterns within dominant media. 

--' 
In the same way chat Wallace's writing irrevocably changes che ways in which we 

consume forties films, the work of novelise and licerary theorist Toni Morrison offers 

a much-needed reassessment of the canon of American literature. Morrison has de

scribed "a great, ornamencaJ, prescribed absence in American liceracure,"48 which is 

the expurgated African-American presence from the North American imaginary. 

Morrison proposes and executes strategies to reread the American canon with an aim 

to resuscitate the African presence chat was eclipsed by che machinations of an es

capist varianr of white supremacist thought chat is intent on displacing nonwhite 

presence. The ace of locating African presence in canonical white licerarure is an ex

ample of disidentificacion employed for~ focused political process. T he mobile ractic 

(disidencification) refuses co follow the rexes' grain insofar as these contours suggest 

chat a reader play along with the game of African (or, for that matter, Asian, Latino, 

Arab, Native American) elision. Instead, the disidencificacory optic is turned co shad

ows and fissures within the cexc, where racialized presences can be liberated from the 

protective custody of the white Literary imagination. 
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One of queer theory's major contributions co the critical discourse on idencifica
cion is the important work that has been done on cross-identification. Sedgwick, for 
example, has concribuced co chis understanding of decidedly queer chains of connec
tion by discussing the way in which lesbian writer Willa Cather was able to, on the 
one hand, disavow Oscar Wilde for his "grotesque" homosexuaJity while at the same 
moment uniquely invest in and identify with her gay male fictional creations: "If 
Cather, in chis story, does something co cleanse her own sexual body of the carrion 
stench of Wilde's vicrimizarion, it is thus (unexpectedly) by identifying with what 
seems to be Paul's sexuality not in spice of buc through its saving reabsorpcion in a 
gender liminal (and a very specifically classed) artifice char represents ac once a 
particular subcultural and culcuraJ self."49 This is only one example of many within 
Sedgwick's oeuvre that narrates the nonlinear and non normative modes of identifica
tion wirh which queers predicate their self-fashioning. Judith Burler has amended 
Sedgwick's reading of Cather's cross-idencificacion by insisting chat such a passage 
across identity markers, a passage that she understands as being a "dangerous cross
ing," is not about being beyond gender and sexuality.50 Bueler sounds a warning chat 
the crossing of identity may signal erasure of the "dangerous" or, ro use Sedgwick's 
word when discussing the retention of the shameful, "toxic.'' For Bueler, the danger 
exiscs in abandoning the lesbian or female in Cather when reading the homosexual 
and the male. The cautionary point that Buder would like to make is meanr co ward 
off reductive fan easies of cross-identification that figure it as fully achieved or finally 
reached at the expense of the points from which ic emanates. Although Sedgwick's 
theorizations about cross-idencificarion and narrative crossing are never as final as 
Burler suggests, che issues chat Butler outlines should be heeded when the precarious 
activity of cross-identification is discussed. The tensions char exist becween cross
idenrification as ic is theorized in Sedgwick's essay and Burler's response is one of the 
imporcanc spaces in queer theory char has been, in my estimation, insufficiently ad
dressed. The theory of disidentificacion that I am putting forward responds co che 
call of that schism. Disidenrificacion, as a mode of understanding the movemenrs 
and circulations of idenrificatory force, would always foreground chat lose object of 
identification; it would establish new possibilities while at the same cime_ecboing_rhe 
materially prescriptive cUf ruraI locus of any identification. -

Operating within a very subjective register, --wayne Koestenbaum, in his moving 
study of opera divas and gay male opera culture, discusses the ways in which gay 
maJes can cross-identify with the cultural icon of the opera diva. Koescenbaum wrices 
abouc the idencificacory pleasure he enjoys when reading the prose of an opera diva's 
autobiographies: 

I am affirmed and "divined"- made porous, open, awake, glistening-by a 
diva's sentences of self-defense and self-creation. 

I don' t intend ro prove any historical faces; instead I wane co trace connec
tions berween the iconography of"diva" as ic emerges in certain publicized lives, 
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and a collective gay subcultural imagination-a source of hope, joke, and dish. 
Gossip, hardly rriviaJ, is as central ro gay culture as it is to female culrures. From 
skeins of hearsay, I weave an inner life, I build queerness from banal and uplift
ing srories of the conducr of famous and fiery women.51 

A diva's srraregies of self-creation and self-defense, ch rough the crisscrossed circuit
ry of cross-identification, do the work of enacting self for the gay male opera 
queen. The gay male subculture that Koesrenbaum represents in his prose is by no 
means the totaliry of queer culture, bur for this particular variant of a gay male life
world, such identifications are the very scuff on which queer identiry is founded. 
Koestenbaum's memoir explains the ways in which opera divas were crucial identifi
cacory loci in the public sphere before the Sronewall rebellion, which marked the ad
vent of the contemporary lesbian and gay rights movement. Koestenbaum suggests 
that before a homosexual civil-rights movement, opera queens were the sole pedagogi
cal example of truly grand-scale queer behavior. The opera queen's code of conduce 
was crucial to the closeted gay male before gay liberation. Again, such a practice of 
transfiguring an idencificacory sire char was not meanr co accommodate male identi
ties is to a queer subject an important identiry-consolidating hub, an affirmative yet 
temporary utopia. Koestenbaum's disidentification with the opera diva does not erase 
the fiery females thac fuel his identiry-making machinery; rather, it lovingly retains 
their lose presence through imication, repetition, and admiration. 

Oisidentificacion is about recycling and rethinking encoded meaning. The 
process of disidentification scrambles and reconstructs rhe encoded message of a cul-- - -
rural cexr in a fashion chat boch CX£O~es the encoded message's universalizing and ex--clusionary machinaciollS.,anclrecircuits ics workings co account for, include, and em-- - -
power minori rr. identities and identifications. Thus, 9isidentification is a step further 
than cracking open che..code-o(che majoricyj it proceeds co use chis code as raw ma- '¥--
cerial for representing a disempowered olitics or osi!ionaliry that has bee_n ren~ed 
Uiuhinkable by the domi;;;;:;t ~e. 

Hybrid Lives/ Migrant Souls 

The cultural work 1 engage here is hybridized insofar as ic is cultivated from the domi
nanc culcure but meant co expose and critique its conventions. It is no coincidence 
tha@"e cultural workers who produce chese rexes all idenrify as subjeccs whose experi
ence of identiry is fraccured and s~ The rype of fragmentation they share is some
thing more than the general sense of postmodern fragmentation and decenceredness.52 
HJ!ridity) n this scudy, like the term di.sidmtificati()n, is meanc co have an indexical use 
in chat it caprures, collects, and brings inco play various theories of fragmenracion in 
relation co minoriry identiry e_raccices.'ldenciry markers such as queer (from the 
German quer meaning "transverse") or mestizo (Spanish fo r "mixed") are cerms chat 
defy notions of uniform identiry or origins. Hybrid catches chc fragmentary subject -
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formation of people whose identities traverse different race, sexuality, and gender 
idencifications. 

~eers of color is a cerm that begins co describe most of the cultural performers/ 
makers in every chapter of Disidmtifications. '[hese subjeccs' different identity com
ponents occupy adjacent spaces and are not comfortably sicuaced in any on;-dis
~ourse of minori ty subjectivity. T hese hybridized idencificacory positions are always 
in transit, shuccling becween different identity vectors. Gayacri Chakravorty Sp~ 
has suggested char migrant urban public culrure, by its very premise, hybridizes iden
city.53 A theory of migrancy can potentially help one beccer understand the negotia
tion of chese fragmentary existences. The negotiacions that lead co hybrid ideni:ity 
formacion are a craveling back and forth from different identity veccors. 

Arruro Islas's second novel, Migrant Souls, provides an opportunity co consider 
che idea of migrancy. The novel cells of cwo "black sheep" cousins in a large Chicano 
family. The female cousin's divorce, disrespecc for the church, and sexually emancipat
ed accitudc alienate her from the family. Bue it is the male cousin, Miguel Chico, who 
is of especial interest in this projecc. Miguel, like the Richard Rodriguez of Hunger of 
Memory, is che scholarship boy who gees our of the barrio because of his academic ex
cellence. Unlike Rodriguez, Miguel is ac lease partially out about his homosexualicy.54 
Miguel's trip home, from his out exiscence as an academic C hicano co the semicloseted 
familial space of identity formation, exemplifies che kind of shuccling [ describe. Of 
course, this movement is not only a by-produce of Miguel's status as queer son; all of 
the family, in some way, experience migrancy. T he text explains as much when it ar
ticulaces the family ethos: "They were migranc, not immigrant, souls. They simply 
and naturally went from one bloody side of the river ro the ocher and into a land that 
jusr a few decades earlier had been Mexico. They became border Mexicans with 
American cirizenship."55 I wane co identify a deconscruccive kernel in these chree sen
cenccs by Islas. T he idea of a border is scrutinized in chis locution. The migranc status 
can be characterized by ics need co move back and forth, co occupy at lease rwo spaces 
at once. (This is doubly true for che queer Latino son.) T he very nature of this mi
grant drive eventually wears down the coherency of borders.©""n we perhaps chink of 
Miguel, a thinly camouflaged authorial surrogate, as a border Mexican with cicizen
ship in a queer nation or a border queer national claiming citizenship in Azclan?' __, 

Marga's Life 

After chis tour of different high-theory paradig.;s, I find myself in a position where I 
need co reasserc chat pare of my aim in chis bo;k is co push against reified under
scanding of theory. The cultural workers whom I focus on can be seen as making 
cheorecical points and contributions co the issues explored in ways chac are jusc as 
relevanc and useful as the ph~anx of inscirucionally sanctioned theorises chac_I_ 
promiscuously invoke throughouc~~e~~· To chink of cultural workers such as 

Carmelita Tropicana, Vaginal Creme Davis, Richard Fung, and the other arcists who 
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are considered here as not only culture makers but also theory producers is not to 
cake an anricheory position. My chapter on Davis's terrorist drag employs Antonio 
Gramsci's theory of organic intellectuals in an effort co emphasize the theory-making 
power of perfo rmance. It should be understood as an anempt at opening up a term 
whose meaning has become narrow and rigid. CounterEublic performances lee us 
~agine models of social relacio'!s. Such performance practices do not shy away from 
the cheorerical_pJ11W~U>f culruraJ critique. 

Consider, once again, the example of Marga Gomez's perfo rmance piece Marga 
Gomez Is Prerty. Witty. and Gay. When the lesbian caUs ouc to the you ng Marga, las
civiously Aicking her tongue at the girl, the story of imerpellacion is reimagined with 
a comical and critical difference. One possible working definition of queer chat we 
might consider is chis: queers arc people who have failed to turn around co the "Hey, 
you there!" interpellacing call of heceronormativity. A coo literal reading of Althusser's 
ideology cop fable suggests one primary moment of hailing. Such a reading would 
also locate one primary source or mechanism chat hails the subject. Bue the simple 
facr is chat we are concinuously hailed by various ideological apparatuses char com
pose the state power apparatus. No one knows chis berrer chan queers who are con
scancly being hailed as "straight" by various inscicucions-induding the mainstream 
media. The humor and cultural critique chat reverberate through ch is moment in the 
performance are rooted in Gomez's willful disidencificacion with chis call; she cri
tiques and undermines the call of heceronormativicy by fabricating a remade and 
queered televisual hailing. Through her disidencificacory comedic "shtick," she retells 
the scory of'i'"ncerpcllation with a difference. 

After Gomez explains how she was "hailed" inco lesbianism by the talk-show 
sapphiscs, she paces the stage and ruminates on her desire for che life-world these 
women represenced: 

Mr. Susskind and the lady homosexuals chain-smoked through the entire pro
gram. I think it was relaxing for chem. I don't think they could have done it 
without the smokes. Ir was like they were in a gay bar just before last call. And 
all the smoke curling up made the life seem more mysterious. 

The lif~rhac's what chey called ic back then when you were one of us. You 
were in the lift! le was shore for the hard and painful lift. Ir sounded so dramatic. 
I loved drama. I was in the drama dub in high school. I wanted to be in the life, 
too. But I was too young. So I did the next best thing. I asked my mother co 
buy me Life cereal and Life magazine. For Chrisunas I goc the game of Life. 

Gomez paints a romancic and tragic picture of pre-Stonewall gay real icy. She invests 
this historical moment with allure and sexiness. The performer longs for this queer 
and poignant model of a lesbian identity. This longing for the life should noc be read 
as a nostalgic wish for a lose world, but instead, as the performance goes on co indi
cate, as a redeployment of the past chat is meant co offer a critique of the present. 
After all the talk of smoking, she pulls ouc a cigarerre and begins co puff on it. 
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And as I moved the londy game pieces around the board, I pretended I was 
smoking Life cigarettes and living the lift. By the time I was old enough, no one 
called ic rhe life anymore. le sounded coo isolating and politically incorrect. Now 
they say the community. The community is made up of all of us who twenty-five 
years ago would have been in the lift. And in the community there is no smoking. 

She concludes the narrative by stamping ouc an imaginary cigarette.@e perfor

mance, staged in many gay venues and fo r a crowd who might be called "the convert

ed," does more than celebrate contemporary queer culrui0Gomez's longing for a 

pre-Stonewall version of queer reality is a look toward the past that critiques the pre

sent and helps us envision the future. Although it mighc seem counterintuitive, or 

perhaps self-hating, to desire this moment before chc quesc for lesbian and gay civil 

rights, such an apprehension should be challenged. Marga's look coward the myscery 

and ouclaw sensibiliry of the life is a critique of a sanitized and heceronormacivized 

community. In Gomez's comedy, we locate a disidencificacory desire, a desire for a 

queer li fe-world chat is smoky, mysterious, and ulcimacely con~scacory. More than 

char, we see a desire co escape the clausuophobic confines of ~~muniry," a con

scruct that often deploys rhetorics of normaciviry and normalizati01!z_ for a life. The 
lift, or ac lease Gomez's disidencificacion with this concept, helps us imagine an ex

pansive queer lift-world, one in which the "pain and hardship" of queer existence 

wichin a homophobic public sphere are not elided, one in which che "mysteries" of 

our sexualiry are nor reigned in by sanitized understandings of lesbian and gay iden

ciry, and finally, one in which we are all allowed to be drama queens and smoke as 

much as our hearts desire. 
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ory of the Oedipw complex; the second variant is idemificalion with a substitute for a libidinal object; 

and the third mode is a nonerotic identification with a subject who shares common characreriscics and 
invcstmenu. The first route is clearly the road to normative heterosexual idcmity formation. The second 
notion of idencification is the pathologiz.cd and regressive possibility that can accoum for the rnking on 

of variow queer object choices. In this mode ofidentifiation, the object is not suecssfully transferred as 
it is in the Oedipal idenrificacory circuit, but instead what I undersrnnd as a qurer inrrojccrion occurs 

and circumvents such identificacions. The final mode allows for idemificaLions chat are same-sex and de
cidedly nonerotic, thus permitting same-sex group identifications that are not ~regressive" or pathologi

cal. Throughout Freud's writing, there is a curious inrerlacing of desire and identification. ldenuficadon 
with a same-sex model is necessary for the process of desiring an opposite-sex object choice. Desire, for 
Freud, is, then, a cerm that is reserved for normative heterosexuality, and homosexual emotional and 

erocic connections arc talked about in terms of identificarion. The theory of disidemification proposed 
here is offered, in part, as a substitute co this Freudian model, even chough its workings also depend on 

cerrain forms of inrrojection, as described in Freud's second modaliry of idcmifica1ion. In what follows, 
I make links berween my understanding of disidenlification and rhc Freudian and pose-Freudian under

srnnding of melancholia. Melancholia is a process that also depends on imrojection. In my analysis, this 
imrojeccion is described as rhe "holding on to" or incorporation of or by a lost object. 
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